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Two nucleation theorems are proved using small system thermodynamics. The first is well known
and has been used before to determine the number of molecules in the critical nucleus controlling
the nucleation of droplets from supersaturated vapours. The second appears to be new, and relates
the temperature dependence of the nucleation rate to the excess internal energy of the critical cluster.
An analysis of measured homogeneous nucleation rates can therefore provide the size, internal
energy, free energy, and entropy of the critical cluster, which should provide important guidance for
the construction of theoretical models of the process. This is illustrated using water,n-butanol and
n-nonane nucleation data. While there is often a close correspondence between the droplet free
energy and the form suggested by classical theory, the excess internal energy seems to show a linear
dependence on molecular number, rather than the classical 2/3 power behaviour. ©1996
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~96!50642-2#

I. INTRODUCTION

The nucleation of a phase change often involves the for-
mation of a critical molecular cluster. This is an agglomerate
of the new phase which is in equilibrium with the original
phase under the prevailing conditions: it is just as likely to
grow as it is to decay back into the old phase. Although the
homogeneous nucleation of liquid droplets from supersatu-
rated vapours is the focus of attention in this paper, there are
many systems where similar phenomena occur, such as
freezing in undercooled liquids, and phase transformations
and growth processes in solid state materials.1

The study of phase equilibria involving spatial scales
which are large compared to molecular sizes has long been a
principal application of the methods of continuum thermody-
namics. However, since critical clusters can often contain
only a few tens of molecules, the use of continuum thermo-
dynamics to describe such systems is of doubtful validity. A
continuum approach also requires a cluster surface area to be
defined, which is uncertain for such small structures. An ap-
proach often used instead is to apply the methods of statisti-
cal mechanics, since the molecular nature of the system can
then be taken into account in constructing the relevant en-
sembles and partition functions. However, these approaches
usually introduce particular choices of interaction
potential,2,3 or require definitions of what precisely consti-
tutes a cluster.4–6 The generality of thermodynamic predic-
tions can be missing.

Classical nucleation theory builds on the continuum
thermodynamics treatment of droplets by imposing the cap-
illarity approximation, according to which small droplets are
considered to have the same properties as bulk condensed
phases, with bulk surface properties. This additional con-
tinuum assumption has also been viewed with suspicion, and
other models have been proposed which introduce more mi-
croscopic features.7–10 However, classical nucleation theory
compares well with these others in accounting for experi-

mental data. It would be an important goal to understand
why the classical treatment of tiny droplets is as successful
as it is, and also where and why it fails.

However, in order to investigate the failings of classical
theory, it is necessary to question the underlying approach,
namely the application of continuum thermodynamics to
small clusters of molecules. In fact, this problem was ad-
dressed more than thirty years ago by Hill.11,12 His insight
was that even though the methods of continuum thermody-
namics cannot be used to analyse a small cluster, they are
valid for treating a large ensemble of such systems. The ther-
modynamic relations which emerge are in terms of averages
of system thermodynamic quantities over the ensemble.
These relations can differ from those expected for large sys-
tems, although in the continuum limit they coincide. Further-
more, the questionable introduction of a well-defined cluster
surface area can be avoided.

The method of small system thermodynamics deserves
to be reviewed solely for the ease with which an expression
for the work of formation of a critical cluster can be derived.
This is done in Section II. However, it also allows a general
analysis of the thermodynamics of droplets to proceed. The
nucleation theorem,13,14 according to which the supersatura-
tion dependence of measured nucleation rates is related to
the number of molecules in the critical cluster, can be proved
quite easily. Furthermore, an analogous relation between the
temperature dependence of the nucleation rate and the cluster
internal energy can be derived. This result is described in
Section III and is then applied in Section IV using experi-
mental data for the homogeneous nucleation of droplets of
water,n-butanol andn-nonane from their vapours. Conclu-
sions from this work are given in Section V. Finally, to dem-
onstrate that the nucleation theorems are not restricted to the
small system treatment, the basic results are also proved us-
ing continuum methods in the Appendix.
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II. SMALL SYSTEM THERMODYNAMICS

Statistical mechanical models of clusters typically pre-
dict droplet free energies with various terms proportional to
powers and logarithms of the number of molecules in the
cluster.3,7 For bulk materials the linear terms dominate, but
for small clusters the non-linear terms are also important.
However, the thermodynamics of clusters has often been de-
veloped according to the Gibbs treatment, which assumes
that the condensate and vapour can be modelled as though
they were homogeneous bulk phases with extensive internal
energies and entropies, proportional to the numbers of mol-
ecules in each. An additional surface phase is introduced
with an excess free energy which carries the non-linear
terms. This is defined on an arbitrary dividing surface sepa-
rating the condensed and vapour phases. The well-known
Tolman prediction of the size dependence of the surface ten-
sion emerges from this formalism.15,16 However, the Gibbs
treatment is likely to be a poor approximation to real clusters
when the number of molecules is small. The thermodynam-
ics of small systems was developed by Hill11,12 in order to
describe systems for which the free energy, entropy and in-
ternal energy are not extensive quantities. Model continuum
phases and a surface phase do not appear in this treatment.

It is useful to compare the two approaches briefly. In the
Gibbs treatment we consider a spherical condensed phase
droplet held within a homogeneous vapour phase, with total
system volumeV, and in contact with particle and heat res-
ervoirs. We shall use the terms droplet and cluster inter-
changeably. The temperatureT and chemical potentialm are
constant throughout. The internal energy, number of mol-
ecules and entropyE, N andS characterising the whole sys-
tem are divided into contributions associated with the con-
densate and vapour separately~considered to be occupying
volumesVl and Vv respectively withV5Vl1Vv), and a
third phase defined on a notional dividing surface of areaA
separating the two. A condition for the position of the divid-
ing surface must also be chosen. For a change in phase en-
tropy, volume and molecular content, the first law of thermo-
dynamics gives the associated changes in internal energy of
the liquid and vapour phases:

dEl5TdSl2pldVl1mdNl ,
~1!

dEv5TdSv2pvdVv1mdNv ,

where the suffices denote liquid and vapour, andpl ,v denotes
the pressures within the condensate and vapour phases. The
important continuum assumption is then made that the inter-
nal energy, entropy and volume of each phase are propor-
tional to the numbers of molecules in each. This is the as-
sumption which fails for small systems. Then the equations
integrate according to Euler’s theorem to

El5TSl2plVl1mNl ,

Ev5TSv2pvVv1mNv .
~2!

The thermodynamic properties of the surface are then as-
signed using

Es5E2Ev2El , ~3!

and similar expressions forNs and Ss , with the suffix s
denoting surface terms. We can then write a relation similar
to Equation~2! for the surface properties:

Es5TSs1sA1mNs , ~4!

which can be considered to be a definition of the surface
tensions. It is a function of the dividing surface condition in
such a way as to makeE etc. independent of this unphysical
element of the model.

The work required to form the cluster from a uniform
vapour phase is given by the change in internal energy of the
system in going from a vapour system~at differentT, pv and
m in general! to the critical droplet plus vapour state just
considered, with the total number of molecules, volume and
entropy all constant.16 Equivalently, this can be written as
the change in grand potential in going from a bulk vapour
state to the droplet plus vapour state at constantT, V and
m:1

DV5V2V05E2TS2mN1pvV, ~5!

whereV052pvV is the grand potential for the system con-
taining a uniform vapour phase. Summing Equations~2! and
~4!, using Equation~3! and its analogues, and using the sym-
bol e to denote the droplet work of formation, we obtain

e5DV5sA2~pl2pv!Vl5sA2NlDm, ~6!

whereDm5m2me and the last result has been obtained us-
ing the Gibbs–Duhem relation for the condensed phase, as-
suming it to be incompressible.me(T) is the chemical poten-
tial for equilibrium at temperatureT between bulk condensed
and vapour phases. The critical cluster is the size which is in
unstable thermal equilibrium, which means that the work of
formation is at a maximum with respect toNl andNs .

In Hill’s treatment, a similar system containing a cluster
of the new phase surrounded by vapour is considered, with
total volumeV and environmental variablesT andm. How-
ever, the internal energy and entropy are not separated into
contributions from each phase. The crucial step taken is to
consider an ensemble ofM such systems with a total inter-
nal energy, entropy and number of molecules labelled by a
suffix t. A change in system conditions, which includes vary-
ing the numberM of what now may be denoted subsystems
in the ensemble, gives a first law in the form

dEt5TdSt2pvMdV1mdNt1XdM, ~7!

wherepv is the pressure exerted at the outer surface of the
volume V, and X5(]Et /]M)St ,V,Nt is a new generalised
pressure associated with the variableM. It is the subsystem
work of formation since it is the change in internal energy
required to create an additional subsystem of volumeV at
constant total entropySt and number of moleculesNt . For a
large ensemble,Et and St are proportional toM, X is a
constant, and so Equation~7! integrates at constantV, T and
m to give

X5Ē2TS2mN̄, ~8!
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whereĒ5Et /M, S5St /M andN̄5Nt /M. X is therefore
also the grand potential for a single subsystem, written in
terms ofĒ andN̄ which are theensemble averagedvalues of
the internal energy and molecular number in each droplet
plus vapour subsystem. They are the analogues of the quan-
tities E andN in the Gibbs treatment. The entropy is not
given an overbar sinceSt is a property of the entire en-
semble: each subsystem has the same entropyS.11 Equation
~8! is valid for all states of the subsystem, not just equilib-
rium states.

We are interested in the work of formation of the cluster
alone, and not a subsystem which also contains surrounding
vapour. This can be found by considering a state of the sub-
system which contains just vapour at the sameT, V andm
and with a grand potential denotedX0. To be specific, we
could take the subsystem volume to be small enough so that
to a good approximation the vapour consists entirely of un-
clustered molecules, although this restriction is not neces-
sary. Recall thatX describes the same subsystem when an
additional cluster is included, and so the droplet work of
formation e is given as before by a difference in grand po-
tentials:

e5X2X05Ē2Ē02T~S2S0!2m~N̄2N̄0!

5Ēc2TSc2mN̄c , ~9!

whereĒ0, S0 andN̄0 correspond to the pure vapour system,
and Ēc , Sc and N̄c are now the thermodynamic variables
associated with the cluster. They are the mean thermody-
namic properties of the cluster~across the ensemble! minus
those of the vapour displaced in forming it. However, the
latter are small and can usually be neglected. The critical
cluster is identified by requiringe to be at a maximum with
respect toN̄c , i.e. (]e/]N̄c)T,m50.

We shall see later on how Equation~9! can be made to
correspond more closely to Equation~6! without assuming
incompressibility of the condensed phase. It is the starting
point of a procedure by which two important theorems can
be derived, which is pursued in the next section.

First, it is worth reflecting briefly on some important
conceptual points. A bulk vapour phase contains populations
of molecular clusters with a range of sizes. The state of ther-
mal equilibrium of such a system in contact with particle and
heat reservoirs has a cluster size distribution which mini-
mises the system grand potential. In statistical mechanics,
this corresponds to choosing a cluster size distribution which
maximises the system partition function.17 In the present pro-
cedure we calculate the change in grand potentiale of two
systems which differ through the presence of asingleaddi-
tional cluster. The formation of the cluster is considered to
occur with a probability proportional to exp(2e/kT). The two
pictures are equivalent, and we can take the cluster popula-
tions in the bulk vapour phase in equilibrium to be propor-
tional to the probabilities of the associated fluctuations in
grand potential.

It is also worth reflecting on the ensemble of small sub-
systems. The clusters in the ensemble vary in size and energy

about the mean valuesN̄c andĒc . This reflects the stochastic
nature of properties of clusters of such small size. For larger
systems and clusters the variations become negligible, and
we pass into continuum thermodynamics. Nevertheless, the
procedure clearly indicates that small clusters will exhibit a
variation in properties. Fortunately, it is the mean properties
which determine the work of formation, the fluctuation prob-
ability and hence the cluster populations in equilibrium,
which in turn control the rate of nucleation.

III. TWO NUCLEATION THEOREMS

From the theory of small system thermodynamics, we
have seen that the work of formation of a droplet in contact
with heat and particle reservoirs at temperatureT and chemi-
cal potentialm is

e5Ēc2TSc2mN̄c , ~10!

where Ēc , Sc and N̄c are the internal energy, entropy and
number of molecules characterising the droplet. The critical
cluster is identified by (]e/]N̄c)T,m50. Hill’s formalism
also yields the first law of thermodynamics for the droplet
variables by the substitution of Equation~8! into Equation
~7!:

dĒc5TdSc1mdN̄c , ~11!

which leads to the fundamental relation

de52ScdT2N̄cdm. ~12!

The work of formation of the critical cluster is central to
most theories of nucleation. We shall therefore focus on the
properties of this cluster, and denote associated properties
with an asterisk. We make the usual assumption that the rate
of nucleationJ is proportional to the population of critical
clusters, and is given by

J5J0 exp~2e* /kT!, ~13!

wherek is Boltzmann’s constant andJ0 is a kinetic prefac-
tor. We can write for the general case

dS e

kTD5
de

kT
2

e

kT2
dT

52
N̄c

kT
dm2

~Ēc2mN̄c!

kT2
dT, ~14!

using Equations~10! and ~12!. The chemical potentialm is
related to the properties of the vapour by

m5me1kT ln Sv , ~15!

with me(T) the chemical potential of the vapour when in
equilibrium with bulk condensate at temperatureT, andSv
the vapour supersaturation defined bySv5pv /pve(T) where
pv is the vapour pressure andpve the vapour pressure at
equilibrium with a plane surface of its condensate at tem-
peratureT. A suffix v is attached to the usual symbol for
supersaturation to avoid any confusion with the droplet en-
tropy.
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It is more convenient to use lnSv instead ofm as the
environmental variable, so with

dm5~me8~T!1k ln Sv!dT1kTd~ ln Sv!, ~16!

where the prime denotes a derivative with respect toT, we
obtain

dS 2
e

kTD5N̄cd~ ln Sv!1
1

kT2
~Ēc2~me2Tme8!N̄c!dT.

~17!

Applying this relation to the critical cluster, and using Equa-
tion ~13!, this relation immediately yields the nucleation
theorem:13,14

S ]~ ln~J/J0!!

]~ ln Sv!
D
T

5N̄c* , ~18!

which, once an expression forJ0 has been chosen, allows the
number of molecules in the critical cluster to be obtained
from the supersaturation dependence of measured nucleation
ratesJ.

Furthermore, Equation~17! yields a second nucleation
theorem which concerns the temperature dependence ofJ at
constant supersaturation. This is the main result of this paper,
and is believed to be new. In order to obtain this result in the
most useful form, we need to simplify Equation~17! further.
Sinceme characterises a bulk vapour phase, we can use the
continuum Gibbs–Duhem relationsvdT2vvdpv1dm50,
wheresv andvv are the molecular entropy and volume in the
vapour phase. This leads to

me85vvpve8 2sv5
vv~hv2hl !

T~vv2v l !
2sv , ~19!

after using the Clausius–Clapeyron equation.hv andhl are
the molecular enthalpies of bulk vapour and liquid at the
temperatureT and pressurepv , andv l is the molecular vol-
ume of bulk liquid. Noting thatme5hv2Tsv , these results
lead to

me2Tme85hl1O~v l /vv!'el , ~20!

whereel is the molecular internal energy in the bulk liquid at
equilibrium with saturated vapour at temperatureT, and
terms of orderv l /vv have been dropped. Hence we obtain a
second nucleation theorem:

S ]~ ln~J/J0!!

]T D
ln Sv

5
1

kT2
~Ēc*2elN̄c* !5

Ex*

kT2
, ~21!

whereEx* is the excess internal energy of the critical cluster:
the amount by which its internal energy differs from the
internal energy ofN̄c* molecules of a bulk condensed phase.
Once a form forJ0 has been chosen, this relation allows the
internal energy of the critical cluster to be determined from
the temperature dependence of the nucleation rate. An
equivalent, but more compact expression of this theorem is

S ]~be* !

]b D
ln Sv

5Ex* , ~22!

whereb51/kT.
It is also possible to simplify Equation~10! using some

of the results so far obtained. Defining the excess entropy of
the cluster bySx5Sc2slN̄c , and using Equation~15! ~once
again neglecting terms of orderv l /vv), we can write

e5Ex2TSx2N̄ckT ln Sv5Fx2N̄ckT ln Sv , ~23!

which now defines the cluster excess Helmholtz free energy
Fx . This is the result which corresponds most closely to the
usual Gibbs treatment result, given in Equation~6!, and in-
deed the two are identical, if the Gibbs equimolecular divid-
ing surface is chosen such thatNl5N̄c andFx is identified
with sA. The excess quantities are precisely those which are
associated with the surface of the droplet in the Gibbs treat-
ment of droplet thermodynamics. In Hill’s treatment, they
arise more naturally without the introduction of a surface
phase, without modelling the condensate and vapour using
bulk thermodynamic phases, and without the assumption that
the condensate is incompressible.

Apart from the assumption of Equation~13! as the form
taken for the nucleation rate, the results obtained so far are
model independent. In order to make use of experimental
data forJ to determineN̄c* and Ēc* for the critical cluster, a
model for the temperature and supersaturation dependence of
J0 has to be introduced. Sincee* /kT dominates theT and
ln Sv dependence ofJ defined in Equation~13!, the expres-
sion chosen will not have a major influence on our conclu-
sions, except perhaps for extremely small clusters. For the
nucleation of single component condensed phases from the
vapour phase, we take the classical kinetic prefactor for a
spherical droplet,1,2 corrected by a factor of 1/Sv for consis-
tency with the law of mass action:18

J05S 2s

pmD 1/2Svpve2 v l~kT!2
, ~24!

wheres is the bulk liquid surface tension andm the molecu-
lar mass. The derivative of lnJ0 with respect to lnSv is unity,
and theT derivative is well approximated by

S ]~ ln~J0!!

]T D
ln Sv

'
2

T S LkT21D , ~25!

whereL5hv2hl is the latent heat of evaporation.
These results can be used with the nucleation theorems

to obtain an expression for the temperature dependence of
the critical supersaturationSv

crit ~the supersaturation required
to produce nucleation at a particular rate!. We have

d~ ln J!5~N̄c*11!d~ ln Sv!1
1

T
S ~Ēc*2elN̄c* !

kT

12S L

kT
21D D dT. ~26!

Settingd(ln J) equal to zero we find that
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T
d~ ln Sv

crit!

dT
52

~Ex*12~L2kT!!

kT~N̄c*11!
. ~27!

If measurements of the supersaturation dependence of the
nucleation rate at constant temperature are available, this re-
sult offers the most practical method for extracting informa-
tion on the cluster internal energy from experimental data. It
is used in the next section to study homogeneous nucleation
data for water,n-butanol andn-nonane.

IV. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA

A large body of homogeneous nucleation measurements
has been accumulated recently, principally using expansion
chambers which can study steady state droplet nucleation
under carefully controlled conditions. In several cases, data
have been gathered for a range of vapour supersaturations at
a constant temperature in order to make use of the first nucle-
ation theorem14 to determine the number of molecules in the
critical cluster. The second nucleation theorem can be used
to analyse of the temperature dependence of the critical su-
persaturation through Equation~27!.

Critical supersaturation curves have been plotted in Fig-
ure 1 from data for water,19 n-butanol20 andn-nonane,21–23

and for different choices of the constant nucleation rate:
J5107 cm23s21 for water and n-butanol; and J5104

cm23s21,21 J5108 cm23s21,22 andJ51021 cm23s21 23 for
n-nonane.~The wholen-nonane data set is actually taken
from Figure 5 in the paper by Hunget al.23! The data are of
high quality, with one possible question mark. In the Hung
et al.data set,23 which was taken using a diffusion chamber,
an unexplained dependence upon the total system pressure
was noted. This has not been reproduced in other experi-
ments. Although there is therefore some suspicion attached
to this data set, we have nevertheless proceeded to analyse it
using the nucleation theorems. Conclusions based on this
data set alone should perhaps be accepted with caution. Of

course, if the pressure effect is real, then the nucleation theo-
rems would provide us with some information about the
pressure dependence of the cluster thermodynamic quanti-
ties.

The number of molecules in the critical clusterN̄c* at
each temperature is found using Equation~18!. Equation~27!
is then used to extract the excess internal energy for the
critical clusterEx* using values of the latent heatL found
from the Clausius–Clapeyron equation and expressions for
the equilibrium vapour pressure for each substance taken
from Reference 8. At the same time, the work of formation
of the critical clustere* is obtained using Equation~13! with
the classical prefactorJ0 given by Equation~24!, again using
previously compiled physical data.8 The excess free energy
of the critical dropletFx* is then obtained from Equation
~23!, and the excess entropySx* ~timesT) found by subtract-
ing Fx* from Ex* . Each of these quantities is plotted in Fig-
ures 2–5 for water,n-butanol and the three data sets for
n-nonane respectively, in convenient units ofkT0 with
T05273.15 K, against the measured size of the critical clus-
ter N̄c* Each thermodynamic quantity is a function ofT and
ln Sv , and so isN̄c* . Uncertainty in these plots arises from
statistical errors in the data, in addition to errors in measur-
ing the slopes of the critical supersaturation curves. It is es-
timated that these sources introduce an uncertainty of about
5% in the values ofEx* /kT, and the same order of magnitude
for N̄c* . For the two oldest and smallest data sets,21,22 the
uncertainties are higher.

According to classical theory, the excess free energy of a
cluster atT and lnSv is sA1N̄c

2/3 where A15(36pv l
2)1/3.

Putting this into Equation ~23! and imposing
(]e/]N̄c)T, ln Sv50 we obtain the classical critical size given

by Nc,cl* 5(2sA1/3kT ln Sv)
3 with excess free energy

Fx,cl* 5sA1(Nc,cl* )2/3. This excess free energy is also plotted
in the figures, against values ofN̄c* corresponding to the

FIG. 1. Experimental critical supersaturations for nucleation of water~Ref-
erence 19!, n-butanol~Reference 20! andn-nonane~References 21–23! at
the prescribed rates, as a function of temperature.

FIG. 2. Various thermodynamic properties of critical clusters of water de-
rived from nucleation rate measurements~Reference 19! against size of the
critical clusterN̄c* . Ex* is the excess internal energy,Fx* is the excess Helm-
holtz free energy andSx* the excess entropy.
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sameT and lnSv . There are often large discrepancies be-
tween this quantity and the actual excess free energyFx*
which lead to errors in the predictions of classical theory.
However, it is interesting to note that the quantity
sA1(N̄c* )

2/3 is often in better agreement withFx* . This com-
parison is illustrated for all the data in Figure 6: the values of
sA1(N̄c* )

2/3 shown previously as points are now shown as
slightly smoothed curves.~The curves are jagged since
sA1 is a function ofT which varies across the range of
N̄c* .) This shows that the classical excess free energy for the
true number of molecules in the cluster~rather than the clas-
sical cluster size! provides a good first order approximation
to Fx . Differences betweenFx andsA1N̄c

2/3 correspond to
corrections to the classical free energy such as the lnN̄c ,

N̄c
1/3 and constant terms which have sometimes been

suggested.8 These terms would also ensure that the critical
size satisfying (]e/]N̄c)T, ln Sv50 differs from the classical

resultNc,cl* .
The construction of nucleation models, particularly us-

ing statistical mechanics, could be greatly aided by using
such thermodynamic information derived from experimental
data. For example, the simple model suggested by Ford
et al.3 makes use of a square well potential to describe the
confinement of non-interacting point-like molecules within a
cluster volume of a prescribed size. The depth of the well
U is designed to reproduce the classical excess free energy,
and in the simplest model considered it is equal to
sA1N̄c

2/323N̄ckT/2. The excess cluster internal energy is
then found from the partition function of the model, which is

proportional to (kT)3N̄c/2 exp2U/kT. By the usual proce-

FIG. 3. Various thermodynamic properties of critical clusters ofn-butanol
derived from nucleation rate measurements~Reference 20! against size of
the critical clusterN̄c*

FIG. 4. Various thermodynamic properties of critical clusters ofn-nonane
derived from nucleation rate measurements~References 21 and 22!, against
size of the critical clusterN̄c* .

FIG. 5. As Figure 4, forn-nonane data taken from Reference 23.

FIG. 6. The excess Helmholtz free energy for all the data sets against cluster
size N̄c . T0 is equal to 273.15 K. The curves correspond to the classical
expressionsA1N̄c

2/3/kT0.
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dure, the excess internal energy is then found to be
sA1N̄c

2/3(12(T/s)(ds/dT))13N̄ckT/2. This result, or oth-
ers arising from similar statistical mechanics approaches,
could be compared with experimental data forEx* vs N̄c* . A
much earlier model due to Abraham24 considers molecules
interacting through two-body square well potentials which in
combination produce an effective square well for the entire
cluster, and leads to similar conclusions.

Another example is the model suggested in Reference
25. Motivated by the reasonable agreement~though inad-
equate in detail! between the classical critical size and the
values ofN̄c* deduced from Equation~18! it was suggested
that the forme*5(1/2)N̄c,cl* kTln Sv2D(T) was a possible
expression for the critical cluster work of formation, with
D a function of temperature only. Clearly the expression
must fail for large lnSv sincee* should go to zero in this
limit, but it could be a reasonable ansatz for smaller lnSv and
larger critical sizes. Using Equation~21! we derive

Ex*

kT
5
3

2
Nc,cl* S 12

T

s

ds

dTD ln Sv1T
d~D/~kT!!

dT

5
sA1

kT
~Nc,cl* !2/3S 12

T

s

ds

dTD1T
d~D/~kT!!

dT
. ~28!

This result is similar to that obtained from the square well
cluster model examined in the previous paragraph.D(T)
could be fitted to nucleation rates and so a test of the model
against the measuredEx* is possible.

Finally, we examine the classical excess internal energy
for a cluster ofN̄c molecules:

Ex,cl5S s2T
ds

dTDA1N̄c
2/3, ~29!

which is simply Equation~28! with D50, and usingN̄c

instead ofNc,cl* . As we found withFx , we might expect this
to be a reasonable first approximation to the cluster excess
internal energy deduced from the second nucleation theorem.
In Figure 7 the values ofEx* /kT0 from Figures 2–5 are once
again plotted againstN̄c* . The curves correspond to Equation
~29! for water,n-butanol andn-nonane. The figure is analo-
gous to the comparison betweenFx* /kT0 and the classically
motivated expressionsA1(N̄c* )

2/3/kT0 in Figure 6. Each
curve, which is slightly smoothed, illustrates the classical
predictionEx } N̄c

2/3. Forn-butanol, the slope and magnitude
of the classical curve are in reasonable agreement with the
data. For water, the magnitude of the classical prediction is
good, but the slope seems wrong. Forn-nonane, the correla-
tion is poorer still. In fact for all the datasets, including
n-butanol,Ex } N̄c seems a much better description. Such a
fit goes through the origin, as it must.

It would therefore appear that for these substances and
cluster sizes, the excess internal energy is, in continuum par-
lance, a volume effect rather than a surface effect. However,
this is inappropriate terminology for clusters as small as this;
a better conclusion is that the energies of the clustered mol-
ecules are affected more or less equally by the clustering,
and so the excess internal energy is proportional to their

number. The excess internal energies per molecule according
to this description for water,n-butanol andn-nonane are
about 0.096, 0.12 and 0.132 eV, respectively.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Droplet thermodynamics is usually developed using the
Gibbs formalism,16 a basic assumption of which is that the
cluster surrounded by vapour can be represented by con-
tinuum phases separated by a sharp interface which carries
an excess free energy. This is a good approximation for large
droplets, where the deviations from continuum properties are
physically associated with the interfacial region. Results
such as the Tolman equation for the radial dependence of the
surface tension,15 and indeed classical nucleation theory,
should hold in this limit.

For small critical clusters of only a few tens of mol-
ecules, the similarity between the real structure and notional
bulk phases is weaker, and the deviations away from such a
model are not spatially associated with the interface: for ex-
ample the density even at the centre of the cluster can fail to
reach the bulk condensed phase density. These difficulties in
developing the thermodynamics of small clusters can be
overcome if Hill’s formalism is used.11,12 Instead of treating
a single cluster surrounded by vapour, this approach consid-
ers an ensemble of such systems. Thermodynamic relation-
ships are then derived in terms of the mean thermodynamic
quantities over the ensemble of individual clusters.

Hill has proved that his approach is equivalent to the
Gibbs treatment for large systems.11 However, the formalism
is really designed to describe small systems, and in particular
to make contact with statistical mechanical models of clus-
ters. An expression for the work of formation of a cluster,
Equation ~23!, emerges easily from Hill’s formalism. The
excess Helmholtz free energy of the cluster is simply the
difference between the actual free energy of the cluster,
which could be derived from statistical mechanics or from

FIG. 7. The excess internal energies of water,n-butanol andn-nonane clus-
ters against cluster sizeN̄c . The curves correspond to classical predictions
for each substance, according to Equation~29!.
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simulation, for example, and the free energy of the same
number of molecules in a bulk condensed phase at the same
temperature and pressure. It is not necessarily associated
with the surface area, which suffers from difficulties of defi-
nition. The approach also provides thermodynamic relations
which do not involve the ill-defined cluster volume.

The work of formation of the critical cluster is related to
the nucleation rate, according to Equation~13!, and so we
can derive two nucleation theorems, Equations~18! and~21!,
by which the number of molecules in the critical cluster and
its excess internal energy are given by derivatives of the
nucleation rate with respect to supersaturation and tempera-
ture respectively. The first has been derived previously, us-
ing different methods, but the second appears to be new. The
critical cluster excess Helmholtz free energy and entropy can
also be obtained. Nucleation rate data therefore provide a
rather complete thermodynamic characterisation of the small
clusters of molecules controlling the process.

The excess internal energy, entropy and free energy at
different temperatures and vapour supersaturations can be
plotted against measured critical cluster size. These relation-
ships are proposed as stringent tests of theoretical models of
clusters. While it may be possible to construct a model which
is consistent with the measured excess free energy, it may be
more difficult to achieve the same for the measured excess
internal energy and entropy separately. This is equivalent to
requiring that the nucleation rate should have the observed
dependence on temperature and supersaturation, but we have
demonstrated that the correct behaviour is linked to the ther-
modynamic properties of the critical cluster.

In addition, in molecular dynamics or Monte Carlo
simulations it is often easier to calculate the excess internal
energy rather than the excess Helmholtz free energy. It
would be straightforward to test a molecular cluster model
by relating this quantity for a critical cluster to values ob-
tained via Equation~27! from the experimental temperature
dependence of the critical supersaturation.

Experimental nucleation rates for water,n-butanol and
n-nonane have been analysed. The excess Helmholtz free
energy of the critical clusterFx* is often quite well approxi-
mated by the classical excess free energy associated with the
number of molecules in the cluster~compare Fx* with
sA1(N̄c* )

2/3 in Figures 2–6!, even for clusters as small as
seven molecules. The classical excess free energy
Fx,cl* 5sA1(Nc,cl* )2/3, associated with the classical critical
sizeNc,cl* is in most cases a much poorer representation. It
would appear that the classical dependence ofFx* on the
number of molecules is a reasonable first order approxima-
tion but that additional terms in the excess free energy shift
the critical size away fromNc,cl* . These terms are often a
feature of semi-empirical models of the droplet free
energy.8–10 The differences betweenFx* and the classical
expression ought to suggest the form that should be taken by
these extra terms, although uncertainties in the data might
make this difficult.

The excess internal energy of the critical clusters seems
to show a linear dependence on the number of molecules,
rather than the classical 2/3 power law, although in the case

of n-butanol both the classical and linear fits seem possible.
It would appear that it is this failure of classical theory which
underlies the poor temperature dependence of classical
nucleation rates. The excess entropy, however, adds a con-
tribution such that the excess free energy is well approxi-
mated by the classical behaviour, as we have seen.

Finally, the analysis of nucleation rate data to study the
properties of small clusters is not restricted to vapour-gas
systems: the nucleation of clusters growing on surfaces or
within materials could also be addressed, as long as the pro-
cess is controlled by a single critical cluster size, and that the
kinetic prefactor can be estimated.
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APPENDIX

Equation~12! can also be proved using a Gibbs treat-
ment of a critical cluster, and therefore the two nucleation
theorems given in Section III can be derived from continuum
arguments. This is in fact how Equation~18! was derived
previously.14 However, the procedure involves some concep-
tual difficulties, largely due to the need to take account of the
defining condition for the position of the dividing surface.
The starting point is an expression for an incremental change
in grand potential of the droplet plus vapour system:16

dV52pldVl2pvdVv2SdT1sdA1F]s

]aGAda
2Ndm, ~A1!

in the notation used in the main text. This expression is for-
mally valid for a system in thermodynamic equilibrium. The
bar overN has been dropped since this is a continuum ap-
proach;a is the radius of the dividing surface; and the de-
rivative in square brackets represents the change ins caused
by a change in the dividing surface condition. It is given by
the generalised Laplace equation:

F]s

]aG5pl2pv2
2s

a
. ~A2!

Now consider the change inV brought about by a change in
temperature with an associated change in droplet volume
with m held constant:

S ]V

]T D
m

52~pl2pv!S ]Vl

]T D
m

2S1sS ]A

]TD
m

1F]s

]aGAS ]a

]TD
m

. ~A3!

Most of the right hand side cancels using Equation~A2! and
dVl5Ada, leaving
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S ]V

]T D
m

52S. ~A4!

Using a similar expression for the system without a droplet
we find that

S ]DV

]T D
m

5S ]e

]TD
m

52S1S052Sc . ~A5!

Similarly,

S ]e

]m D
T

52N1N052Nc , ~A6!

and so with these last two results Equation~12! is proved.
The nucleation theorems then follow by the same procedure
as in Section III.
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